Monday 2nd March
at the Harrow Hotel
Eskbank Road, Dalkeith
This is ourat
AGM,
so important.
8.00pm
Please make every effort to
come

Wot, no meeting?

About the Light Aircraft Association:
www.laa.uk.com

With a history extending over 70 years, the
UK Light Aircraft Association promotes safe
and economical operation of sports and
recreational aircraft.
Representing the
aviation interests of around 8,000
recreational pilots, amateur-builders and
enthusiast members, the LAA oversees the
operation of more than 2,500 light aircraft
and the build of another 1,700, whilst
providing sector-leading consultation and
advocacy in aviation-related regulatory
matters both in UK and Europe.

Happy days. Three years ago my son
bought me a double flight at Duxford in a
Rapide and a Tiger Moth, for my
birthday, and my brother and myself
went down there together. That’s the
Sally B in the background. Another photo
on page nine.

This newsletter can also be viewed on
the Strut website:

eos-strut.org
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A tale of Snoopy’s demise
Alberto Gregori tells the sad story

With a brand new PPL obtained over a very slow five years and 81 hours, a
new job brought me to Edinburgh in 1988. I quickly realised that flying club
rental wasn’t working for me and my odd hours of work.
I joined the then PFA and soon started dreaming about the options of aircraft
ownership. A tailwheel conversion was a definite requirement as I had no
tailwheel time and these seemed to be by far the commonest types available
in the late 80s on the PFA fleet. Unbelievably for today I undertook this on
the PA-18 Supercub below at Glasgow Airport!!!!

What isn’t obvious now was that at the time Fenton Barns / Drem was a very
large turf farm and all the fields adjacent were as smooth as a billiard table
and continued the old RAF air station wartime ability to always land into wind
if there was any issue. This also allowed much longer take off and landing
runs as well as some safety leeway for the tyro tailwheel pilot.

All that has been written about the Turbulent is true. It is a delightful aircraft
to fly, incredibly responsive and exhilarating to fly.

Less than a year later I purchased G-APOL, or Snoopy as she was known, in
June 1989 from Tim Rayner. At that time the active airfield for the Strut was
at Drem, based on a rather less than straight section of peritrack of the old
WW2 Fighter station. It is still clearly visible from the air today and was
adjacent to the present aeromodeller field. The other aircraft based there
were Jodel 112 G-BDJD and Jim Robbie’s beautiful Luscombe 8A G-AKUG.
With a total of 6.15hrs TW time I had a checkout on Jodel ‘JD with a couple
of circuits to familiarise myself with the airfield and then 15 minutes later after
a further brief on the Turbulent’s characteristics I was off for my first Single
seat open cockpit tailwheel solo.
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It is very sensitive to control
inputs and needs flown with
the light touch of thumb and
forefinger. Its light weight
gives it very low inertia and
this needs remembered
especially on landing and
slow flight. It is very easy to
stall, though benign when it
does so.
Starting
the
Ardem
converted VW engine was an
affair requiring an intimate
knowledge of the dark arts
and incantations or a can of
Easystart. Maintenance was
straightforward and parts
easily obtained or made up.
The downside was flying in
Scotland required either
being free on the five warm
days of the year or wearing
ski suits or similar….,
Microlight suits were only beginning to appear then. In this original 31
model the cockpit was a very snug fit for my then svelte frame of 6’1” and
the bare wooden seat and limited cockpit size couldn’t also fit any cushions
or padded backrests. The still air range was only 2.5 hours to dry tanks but
comfort really limited this to 1.5 hours max. The tiny compartment behind
the pilot could hold a toothbrush and spare set of clothes…nothing else.
This was the perfect plane for bumbling about, landing in postage sized fields
and simply enjoying the act of aviation on a summer’s evening. Winter flying
was a much more Spartan affair though more exhilarating with even more
exciting performance. The eventual ferry flight to Charterhall in mid winter
when we were evicted at short notice from Drem showed both its limitations
and abilities. Poor weather with low cloud and decreasing visibility forced a
precautionary landing at Cadderlaw Farm. The excellent visibility and short
field characteristics allowed a landing on a tiny field amongst the rather
startled sheep, there was no time to do a clearing run. A welcome warm cup
of tea from a bemused farmer allowed time for the weather front to clear

prior to continuing the last
few miles to a now gin clear
Charterhall. Soutra has its
own
unique
weather
patterns.
A lack of practicality for
touring or taking a fellow
passenger/pilot had meant a
share in a two seater had
been bought and the
Turbulent flew less and less.
In good weather it still flew
round the Borders, often at
500ft with people on the
ground waving up at the
little Snoopy!
The Montrose Fly in was a
welcome fixture in the early
90s with a historic site, easy
navigation and the possibility
of camping out. A Strut fly
out from Charterhall in July
1993 was agreed. The
Turbulent would go along, flying across the Forth staying out of Edinburgh
airspace. Others would carry my sleeping bag etc.
That morning at 8.00 am the weather was clear CAVOK but there was a
reasonable down the 26 runway wind of 8-10 kts. It was however gusting
and a period of observing the windsock prior to start up suggested it was
acceptable.
Those of you who know Charterhall will be aware that there is rising ground
to the north and west of the airfield and an automated weather station near
the hangar. The taxi to a 26 departure was quite prolonged with the windy
conditions. This should have been noted as a warning of potential problems.
The takeoff was uneventful allowing the airspeed to rise more than usual in
ground effect to counter any effect of the gusting wind…The moment we
departed ground effect however, turbulence effectively made it impossible to
control the Turbulent…in slow motion the controls did nothing, it slewed off
to the left and the wingtip caught a fence post and I stalled into the tall crops
from a height of some 20 feet.
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The aircraft crumpled around me but once I removed my four point harness the fuselage literally fell off my back. I ‘exited’ by disrobing the plane from myself.
I was lucky to be alive. Gavin thought that this spectacle was incredibly funny at the time and it still makes him laugh 27 years later.
What happened? A thought as to the meteorology at the time.
The wind had I checked the Actuals and TAFs and METRs was predicted to increase and become significantly more gusty throughout the morning. The presence
of high crops would also give a false sense of what was happening on the ground as opposed to what the windsock was displaying. An awareness of the
Cross wind limit for the Turbulent of 7 knots was also relevant with a gusting veering wind. The weather station at the time of the accident recorded gusts of
24 knots veering to 310deg…a crosswind component for runway 26 of some 19 knots, 12 above the Turbulent’s crosswind limit. That afternoon it was flat calm.
Things have changed for the better now. Many of the current offerings such as SkyDemon will give up to date Met and give us a picture as to weather and
patterns. The simplicity of getting Met and NOTAMs is there at the touch of a button. They are decoded and visually more impactful. It makes no sense not
to use them. Had I done a better brief and rationally predicted with the information available the weather that day there would still be a lovely D31 Turbulent
gracing our summer evening skies. I am sorry for that.

Life in Lockdown

Colin Lourie saw this mighty beast, above, and the C71 on the next page, though on different days.
‘The RAF Puma did four (very) low circuits over town on 12 May before disappearing south. I
managed the attached shot from the back yard in Stockbridge. The North Sea has been busy most
days with all sorts of military surveying(?) and a pair of Falcons have been operating out of
Middleton St George.’
Meanwhile Ian Astley was finding many things on Flight Radar 24. Looks to me like some airliners
were taking the afternoon off to go gliding at Portmoak, doubtless with a dip in Loch Leven
afterwards to cool down?
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Cheap sleep
Long haul flights are a strain on the system and ultra long haul journeys of 20 plus hours are becoming more common. The lucky sods in first and business
class can probably afford somewhere to lie down, and some airlines have a few extra sleeping berths, like Air New Zealand’s Economy Skynest, but these occupy
extra space. Here though is a new design that can be retrofitted in the Economy section of Boeing or Airbus planes and replace your ordinary seat.
The overhead lockers go, (hand luggage finds its way into new nooks), allowing space for people on two levels, and to lie down you put your feet in an angled
cubby hole. I can see concerns about how to get out in an emergency when all those step ladders are pulled out, and I wonder how many people are going
to fall out of the top level, but oh, the bliss of sleeping from Sydney to London. I hope this happens.
https://republic.co/zephyr-aerospace
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Bessie Coleman
This remarkable woman was born in 1892 to sharecroppers in Texas and spent her childhood years working in the cotton fields.
She became bitten by the flying bug but as a poor black uneducated American woman the odds were stacked against her and
her position looked hopeless. She saved for lessons but no flying school would take her on because of her race and gender.
France, she was told, was a less prejudiced country so she learned French and managed to make her way there. Coleman
became the first black woman and first Native American to earn an aviation pilot's license and an international aviation license
from the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale.
She was now licensed to fly in America and she returned there as a Barnstormer and celebrity, but this was a dangerous pursuit
and sadly she died young in a flying accident. She is at last being recognised for her pioneering spirit and great courage.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bessie_Coleman
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/11/obituaries/bessie-coleman-overlooked.html
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Lightning

Used aeroplane anyone?
I remember this from the 1980s when a Boeing 720 full of human replica
dummies was crashed under radio control to test a new fuel additive that
was hoped to make for a safer experience.
It was presented on TV as a horrified/ jokey item because the landing did
not go to plan and the result was enough to put you off flying forever.
Definitely not for the faint hearted. However I believe the science had legs
and is helping us to this day.
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=nasa+boeing+720+crash+test&docid=60801
4103156690350&mid=4302A353531AA9E66C3A4302A353531AA9E66C3A&view=detail
&FORM=VIRE

An interesting film about the English Electric Lightning that was in the
Highland Strut Newsletter. How on earth did one man fly that plane at that
speed and work that radar at the same time?

https://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19800020818.pdf

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1n0IfLswJ1o&feature=youtu.be
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Duncan’s travels
On this page and the next are some photos taken by Duncan Robertson over the last few years at Sywell, then after that at East Fortune East.
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Sywell continued…

…and East Fortune East
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The joy of traditional building
This is also a homebuilt story. My friend Benoit originally worked in Vietnam
for an oil company then with his Vietnamese wife and their children they
decided to build a floating, touring hotel that could cruise their favourite
interesting backwaters of the Mekong Delta. They used a boatyard that
built traditional wooden boats and with their own hands added the standards and comfort you would expect in Europe. The business prospered,
there are now several boats and they have featured several times on
television.
Well run, beautiful food and lovely people. How better to celebrate the end
of Lockdown? Support local craftsmanship too.
https://mekong-delta.com/bassac.

Photos Duncan Robertson
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737 Max. Promising signs

‘The 737 MAX three days of flight tests have been concluded
with no adverse public comments. There is undoubtedly flight
test data to be analyzed as results of various maneuvers that
test the airplane's systems, especially the modified MCAS.
It looks like the Boeing pilot is sitting in the right hand
copilot's seat and the FAA test pilot is sitting in the left hand
pilot's seat. The observer sitting in the center is probably a
Boeing flight test engineer writing down comments and
instruments' readings and checking off the scheduled or even
unscheduled flight maneuvers as they are completed. I
presume the man to his left is an FAA engineer doing about
the same thing.’

Oh dear

50 questions for pilots

Ed Lyon sent this in.
‘Last month in the Newsletter
there was a fascinating video
showing a runaway empty
container ship colliding with
the jetty and bringing down
a large crane. This reminded
me of a picture I had filed a
while ago. I've no idea how
this happened but I would
love to know how they
retrieved the situation. I
hope nobody had a light
aircraft or classic car in one
of the containers!’

An easy one
for Ed!
https://www.bi
ng.com/videos/
search?q=pilots
+50+google+qu
estions&&view=
detail&mid=5B2
3A4C61347C885
57525B23A4C61
347C8855752&
&FORM=VRDGA
R&ru=%2Fvide
os%2Fsearch%
3Fq%3Dpilots%
2B50%2Bgoogl
e%2Bquestions
%26FORM%3D
HDRSC3
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However, Easter Airfield are currently planning to host a fly in from 4-6 September 2020, so watch this space for that.
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Two last things to make you smile

East of Scotland Strut contacts
Chairman; Justin Kennedy
6 Cammo Walk, Edinburgh EH4 8AN Tel 0131 339 8304 / 07798 661 985
justin @systemwise.co.uk
Co-ordinator and Secretary: Iain Gibson
102 Craigmount Brae, Edinburgh EH12 8XN Tel 0131 339 2351
inrgibson001@btinternet.com

https://twitter.com/yvonneridley/status/126989
9553345613824?s=20

Treasurer and Membership Secretary; Duncan Robertson
17 Cramond Avenue, Edinburgh EH4 6PP Tel 0131 312 7857
robertsons87@hotmail.co.uk
Newsletter Editor: Andrew Macleod
102 Gilmore Place, Edinburgh EH3 9PL Tel 0131 228 2774
andrewj.macleod@virgin.net
Safety Officer: Steven Borthwick
73 Galbraith Crescent, Larbert, Falkirk FK5 4AZ Tel 07707 856 680 / 01324 555 056
borthwick4@hotmail.com
Committee Member without Portfolio: Ed Lyon
14 Craigielaw Park, Aberlady EH32 0PR Tel 01875 870 117
edlyon@hotmail.co.uk
I
LAA Inspector: Tim Rayner
3 Fowler Street, Tranent EH33 1BU Tel 0187 561 3352 / 0779 515 3392
hipe@btinternet.com

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=fumi+
watanabe+tequila&&view=detail&mid=302F1B9
DD1316EE15C91302F1B9DD1316EE15C91&&FOR
M=VRDGAR

LAA Inspector: Robin Johnson
Templehall, Midlem, Selkirk TD7 4QB Tel 01835 870 361 / 07836719350
robinj100@btinternet.com
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